Today is October 6th 2008

My name is Lisa Lessard... I live in Waterbury Ct., and have for 9 years now...

I am here tonight, to let the ethics committee become aware, of concerns and issues, we the tax payer's, have been facing, in accordance to the code of ethics, of our municipalities, and LACK OF ETHICS PERIOD...

We the people of Waterbury have been experiencing a lot of name calling, mud slinging, and be legeriant remarks from that of our municipalities... and I am referencing that of the Mayor Mike Jagerea... Mayor Jagare has stated on his Wednesdays night tv show... many hateful, and un ethical remarks, towards that of the independent party, Alderman Chamber's independent Alderman... A couple of recent examples, which if you ask anyone are deplorable, and shameful, and down right slanderous... The examples: are and I am quoting, the Mayor of this city... The independent party are hate mongluar's!!! and another is the Mayor stated he personally, would like to take chain's, to Cicero Booker, Art Denz and Mike Telesca, whom are Independent Alderman commissioner's, around their neck's and ankle's and throw them all into the nearest river... So you also know Cicero Booker, Alderman is also African American, and this is just not an un ethical remark, it is also discriminatory, hurtful and we the people believe an threat towards... These are only two, of many, many, many, which would take up more then ten minutes to repeat all viewed...

We the people need to let the municipalities, here, here know, ENOUFF IS FINALLY, JUST THAT ENOUFF... We the people want our Mayor to stop, and show respect towards those in public office and work with them, and not hostilely against them... stop the name calling, the mud slinging, and the be legeraiant
remarks... for we the people find these action’s, down right unethical and not what we want representing this city and our name... We have two former Mayor’s who went to jail and one whom is presently still there, and an X Governor, the Mayor, hired, straight from jail, right into a job here in Waterbury, doing city business... We the people of this city have a lot to be concerned with... and now, we have our present Mayor whom take’s it upon himself, and bad mouth’s those him should be working with... there is no excuses at all why, this Mayor could ever justify the mean and degrading comment’s that come from him weekly on his show...

I would also like to mention, not once, have I ever heard any of the independent Alderman say one mean comment or any thing towards the Mayor, no- madder how much he say’s mean thing’s towards them... and yes, I attend every Alderman meeting, and view the tape show’s at home as-well... They always refer to the Mayor respectfully, as municipalities should...

We all in this city need, once and for all to have all with-in municipalities follow the code of ethics, and make sure they respect all municipalities... for only when one give’s respect, then one should receive respect... and only when one start’s respecting the municipalities, then you are showing respect towards all of your citizens with-in this great city... Lately when I have been asked for where I live and I respond by Waterbury, I have been getting... from people in Danbury, Middletown, Meridian, Hartford, West and East Hartford, New Britain, and even as far as New York... I get an, and quote... an I’m sorry, that Mayor of your’s does not respect your municipalities, and we feel bad for all you Waterbarian’s and you need to do something as a community, if you ever want anyone to respect whom you the citizens are and stand for... For your Mayor Mike Jageara represents you all... and right now your being represented, by someone, that we feel is a big bully running lose on the playground, and NO-ONE IS HOLDING HIM
ACCOUNTABLE FOR HIS SHAMEFULL ACTS, AND REMARKS...

Everyone, always ends the conversation with we are glad, we do not live their and have to put up with the disrespect you all have to put up with...

We, as citizens want to take our city back, and stipulate we want all our municipalities to respect one another, and stop the name calling, and mud slinging, and get down to the city business of us all... I never, ever, heard this Mayor once, apologies for what he has said, as many, many time's the public has spoke about period...

I will quote, the Mayor one more time... on 07-21-08 stated, Let peace on earth begin with me... and I say,... Let peace on earth begin with us all... all Democrats, all Republicans, and all independents, and let it begin here today and continue in the future for the best interest of all us citizens period!!!

We the people need someone to listen to us tax payer's, hear us, and take action on... so this city, can make a significant change towards a better and ethical city, with a future that can prosper and succeed with all we do...

Lisa Lessard
538 Sylvan Ave.
Waterbury Ct., 06706
lessard.lisa2@stglobal.net
1-203- 764-0730

HOLD THIS MAYOR ACCOUNTABLE, NO-ONE, EVER HAS, AND UNTIL SOMEONE DOES, HE WILL KEEP ON... CITY BUSINESS, IS WHY, HE IS IN OFFICE... NOT TO BAD MOUTH MUNICIPALITES!!! We should agree, To disagree, is acceptable and Diplomatic... and go on in a civil Manner... AND RIGHT NOW THAT IS NOT HAPPENING, AND HASN'T BEEN FOR QUIET A LONG, LONG, WHILE!!!
From: Lisa Lessard <lessard.lisa2@sbcglobal.net>
To: dorysblue@sbcglobal.net
Date: Sunday, October 5, 2008 8:55:31 AM
Cc: LISA Lessard
Subject: Fw: Reminder of Legislation Task Force Committee Public Hearing, Waterbury Oct.6th 2008...

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Lisa Lessard <lessard.lisa2@sbcglobal.net>
To: jim.amann@cga.ct.gov; jeffery.berger@cga.ct.gov; christopher.donovan@cga.ct.gov; casework@lieberman.senate.gov; hartley@senatedems.ct.gov; cswain@waterbury.k12.ct.us; david.aldarondo@cga.ct.gov; larry.butler@cga.ct.gov; sam.caligiuri@cga.ct.gov; selim.noujaim@housegop.ct.gov; bill.aman@cga.ct.gov; christopher.donovan@cga.ct.gov; anthony.damelio@housegop.ct.gov
Cc: lessard.lisa2@sbcglobal.net
Sent: Sunday, October 5, 2008 8:51:47 AM
Subject: fw: Reminder of Legislation Task Force Committee Public Hearing, Waterbury Oct.6th 2008...

Just a Friendly Reminder: Legislation Task Force Committee Hearing Waterbury

Where: Waterbury Arts Magnet School (downtown Waterbury)
When: October 6th, 2008
Time: 6:00-7:00 Monday Evening
Reason: Hear tax payers of Waterbury talk, and give testimony on the code of ethics of our municipalities, and lack of the use of the code of ethics used here with-in our city...

PLEASE, FOR ALL TAX PAYERS, COME, HEAR, TAKE NOTICE, AND HELP CHANGE FOR THE BETTER MENT OF US ALL... WE THE PEOPLE OF WATERBURY, ARE FINALLY, STANDING PROUD, AS A WHOLE COMMUNITY, AND SAYING ENOUGH IS ENOUGH... AND WE WANT OUR CITY TO GO FORTH WITH PEOPLE WHOM REPRESANT US,...TO TREAT US AND ELECTED OFFICIALS, AS SHOULD, WITH RESEXPECT, AND THIS NAME CALLING, MUD SLINGING AND BE-LIGERAINT REMARKS NEED TO STOP BY OUR MAYOR... HUMILIATING, EMBARRASNG, AND RETALIATING AGAINST, IS JUST NOT ETHICAL AT ALL...
God Bless... and Thank you for caring for all us tax payers...

Lisa Lessard... Hope, to see you tom., night... Faxed: Rosea Delcrioa, Chris Murphy's Hilda, and Beth, and Sam Callergiery
Legislation: Municipal Ethics Task Force...

Public speaking and public testimony, and can also pass in written, night of, to go with...

Oct., 6th 2008 Waterbury Art’s Magnet School

Hour’s: 6:00-7:00 evening

Ethics committee, State of C.T., Hartford committee members, present to hear public testimony on the code of ethics of our municipalities, and lack of...
Legislation: Municipal Ethics Task Force... Today is Sept. 23rd 2008 (passed in, in person, to city clerk...) 21 copies

Oct., 6th 2008 Waterbury Art's Magnet School

Hour’s: 6:00-7:00 evening

Ethics committee, State of C.T., Hartford committee members, present to hear public testimony on the code of ethics of our municipalities, and lack of...

Public speaking and public testimony, and can also pass in written to go with...

God Bless, Lisa Lessard